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This collection of combined teacher and student books makes teaching 

easier by providing an organised framework for the Science curriculum 

in an easy-to-use format. Each book serves as a record of students’ 

observations and provides an outline of how each student’s scientific 

knowledge has developed. The activities for each lesson take a simple 

yet imaginative approach. The books also encourage active student 

participation and help develop a wide range of skills, such as discussing, 

analysing, hypothesising and cooperating. Complete with term planners and 

week-by-week lesson plans, as well as resource, homework and assessment 

record sheets, this collection is fully aligned with the Australian Curriculum 

and covers learning outcomes for Science in levels F to 6.

• The weather

• Sun safety

• Migration and hibernation

• What are living and non-living things?

• The needs of plants

• Grouping materials

• Animal shelters

• Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander 

shelter and the environment

• Different sizes, similar shapes

• Shape and movement

• Observing the weather

• Shadows and the sun

• Our bodies

• Exploring local habitats

• Protection

• Everyday materials

• Testing properties of materials

• Dissolving materials

• Sound

• Light

• Wind – observing the weather 2

• Water – rainfall

• Water wise

• Human families 1

• Life cycles – frogs

• Making new materials

• Testing properties of materials

• Forces make things move

• Air pressure

• Water under pressure creates 

movement

• The Earth

• Day and night

• Specimen study

• Macrohabitat – excursion

• Living things depend on each other

• Matter

• Evaporation

• Recycle

• Energy transformations

• Conduction, convection and radiation

• Weathering and erosion

• Farming the land

• Effects of extreme weather events 

on Australia and Asia

• The life cycle of a plant 1

• Habitats

• Food chain roles

• Materials as fuels

• Investigating a thermos

• Air and water

• Gravity

• The atmosphere

• Layers above and below the Earth

• Adaptation – Australian animals

• Endangered species

• The weather cycle

• Solids, liquids and gases

• Bubbles

• Light and mirrors

• Up periscope

• Light and shadows

• Science equipment

• Mountains

• Natural disasters

• Senses for survival

• Growing mould

• Reversible and irreversible change

• Chemical reactions

• Battery power

• Simple circuits

• Motors 

•
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This Foundation Year science teacher and student book is fully aligned to the Australian Curriculum and covers each of the three interrelated science strands 

– Science Understanding, Science as a Human Endeavour and Science Inquiry Skills – as well as the related sub-strands.

It includes subject planners, week-by-week lesson plans and assessment record sheets for the teachers, as well as worksheets, resource and self-evaluation 

sheets for the students. Each lesson plan includes content descriptions, required resources, skills, a step-by-step activities section, extension activities and 

assessment ideas.

The activities for each week take a simple yet imaginative approach. Young scientists will enjoy developing their skills – from predicting, investigating and 

observing to cooperating, reporting and role-playing – whilst learning about science and its place in their everyday lives.

Topics and themes covered in this level focus on developing an understanding of weather patterns; basic survival needs of humans, animals and plants; 

properties of materials; and shape and movement.

9781743308738 • $39.95

p p ;

Discovering Science: Foundation

CODE:
HB8738

This Year 1 science teacher and student book is fully aligned to the Australian Curriculum and covers each of the three interrelated science strands – Science 

Understanding, Science as a Human Endeavour and Science Inquiry Skills – as well as the related sub-strands. It includes subject planners, week-by-week 

lesson plans and assessment record sheets for the teachers, as well as worksheets, resource and self-evaluation sheets for the students. Each lesson plan 

includes content descriptions, required resources, skills, a step-by-step activities section, extension activities and assessment ideas. The activities for each 

week take a simple yet imaginative approach. Young scientists will enjoy developing their skills – from predicting, investigating and observing to cooperating, 

reporting and role-playing – whilst learning about science and its place in their everyday lives. The activities build on several learning areas covered in the 

previous level and also introduce new topics. Students discover the concepts of night and day; develop an understanding of animals’ and plants’ protection 

tactics; learn about the changing properties of materials; and experiment with light and sound.

9781743308745 • $39.95

Discovering Science: Year 1

CODE:
HB8745

This Year 2 science teacher and student book is fully aligned to the Australian Curriculum and covers each of the three interrelated science strands – Science 

Understanding, Science as a Human Endeavour and Science Inquiry Skills – as well as the related sub-strands. It includes subject planners, week-by-week 

lesson plans and assessment record sheets for the teachers, as well as worksheets, resource and self-evaluation sheets for the students. Each lesson plan 

includes content descriptions, required resources, skills, a step-by-step activities section, extension activities and assessment ideas. The activities for each 

week take a simple yet imaginative approach. Young scientists will enjoy developing their skills – from predicting, investigating and observing to cooperating, 

reporting and role-playing – whilst learning about science and its place in their everyday lives. The activities build on several learning areas covered in the 

previous level and also introduce new topics. Students develop an understanding of water and wind use; learn about life cycles and the changes to human and 

animal bodies; experiment with testing and making new materials; and discover the concept of gravity.

9781743308752 • $39.95

Discovering Science: Year 2

CODE:
HB8752
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Foundation – Earth and space sciences 

CONTENT 

DESCRIPTIONS

LESSON 2

SKILLS

RESOURCES

Newspapers with weather reports

Scissors

Paste

Internet

Reporting

Role-playing

Communicating

Accessing information

PATTERNS IN THE WEATHER

Science Understanding

Earth and space sciences

Daily and seasonal changes in our environment, including the weather, affect everyday 

life (ACSSU004)

Science Inquiry Skills

Questioning and predicting

Respond to questions about familiar objects and events (ACSIS014) 

Communicating

Share observations and ideas (ACSIS012)

11
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Student homework sheet

Foundation – Earth and space sciences – Lesson 2

Television weather report

Draw a picture to describe today’s weather.

What was today’s top temperature? __________

Draw a picture to describe tomorrow’s weather.

What is the temperature going to be tomorrow? __________
13
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Student worksheet

Foundation – Earth and space sciences – Lesson 2

The weather today

Scientists are involved in the weather.

Draw a meteorologist below.

10
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Earth and space sciences – Teacher plan

ACTIVITIES

ASSESSMENT

Observe each student’s role-playing. Did the student demonstrate an understanding of a weather 

report and the things a weather report contains? For an assessment record sheet, see page 14.

• Ask the students the following:“How do we know what the weather is going to be each day?” (Lead the discussion 

towards “weather report”.)“Why do we need a weather report?” “Who has seen a weather report on the television?” 
• As a homework task, ask the students to view a weather report and to complete the homework 

sheet (“Television weather report”).• Ask the students to role-play a weather report to the class or small groups.
• Ask the students where else we could go to get a weather report. Answers should include the 

internet, the newspaper or the radio.• If you have time, search the internet for a weather report and print it out to show the students.

• Find a weather report in the newspaper and show it to the students. Discuss it briefly.

• Provide the students with newspapers and ask them to find the weather reports. Students then cut 

and paste them on to their worksheet (“The weather in print”). 
• Explain to the students that a meteorologist is a scientist involved in the weather. Add this to the 

list of scientists developed in the introductory lesson.• Students complete their worksheet (“The weather today”).

LANGUAGEIntroduce and explain the following terms:
weather
map
report
world
wind

graph
gusty
chart
low
lines

medium
Australia
high
meteorologist
meteorology
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Student worksheet

Foundation – Earth and space sciences – Lesson 2

The weather in printWhere can you find a weather report?

From the newspaper, cut out a weather report.Paste it below.
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Year 1 – Earth and space sciences 
LESSON 8

CONTENT 

DESCRIPTIONS

SKILLS

RESOURCES

RESOURCES FOR 

EXTENSION

NOTE: To help explain the concepts in this lesson you could invite a guest speaker to talk 

about impaired vision. 

Torch
Tennis ball

Model of the Solar System

World map or globe

Research material on places with extended 

   amount of sunlight and darkness

Role-playing

Demonstrating

Discussing

Observing

THE ROTATING EARTH

Science Understanding

Earth and space sciences

Observable changes occur in the sky and landscape (ACSSU019) 

Science as a Human Endeavour

Nature and development of science

Science involves asking questions about, and describing changes in, objects and events 

(ACSHE021) 

Science Inquiry Skills

Questioning and predicting 

Respond to and pose questions, and make predictions about familiar objects and events 

(ACSIS024) 

Planning and conducting 

Participate in different types of guided investigations to explore and answer questions, 

such as manipulating materials, testing ideas, and accessing information sources 

(ACSIS025) 

Processing and analysing data and information 

Use a range of methods to sort information, including drawings and provided tables 

(ACSIS027) 

Evaluating

Compare observations with those of others (ACSIS213) 

Communicating 

Represent and communicate observations and ideas in a variety of ways such as oral 

and written language, drawing and role play (ACSIS029)
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Student worksheet

Year 1 – Earth and space sciences – Lesson 8

The spinning Earth

Fill in the words.
m ___ ___ n

E ___ ___ th

s ___ n
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Student worksheet

The planets

Write the first letter to complete each word.

____ un

____ enus

____ arth ____ ars

____ upiter

____ aturn

____ ranus

____ eptune

____ ercury

____ un

____ enus

____ arth ____ ars

____ upiter

____ atu

____ ranus

____ ercury

See if you can write all of the planets, 

in order, on a blank sheet of paper. 

Remember to cover this page!

Year 1 – Earth and space sciences – Lesson 8
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Earth and space sciences – Teacher plan

ACTIVITIES

ASSESSMENT

EXTENSION

Could the students correctly demonstrate the concept of the Earth rotating around the sun?

Could the students tell the difference between artificial and natural light?
For an assessment record sheet, see page 44.

Some places on Earth have 24 hours of sunlight during some time of the year and 24 hours of 

darkness at other times. Research these and show the students where these countries are on the 

world map or globe. A good example is Barrow, Alaska.

• Revise the concepts of night and day, and the differences between them.
• Explain that the sun does not move and that night and day are caused by the Earth’s rotation. 

Demonstrate this using a torch and a tennis ball. Divide the students into pairs and have each 

pair role-play the Earth spinning around the sun. Then ask the students to complete their work-

sheet (“The spinning Earth”).• Make explicit that the Earth rotates in an anticlockwise direction. Have the students complete 

the cloze activity on their worksheet (“The Earth”).• Show the students a model of the Solar System. Have them label their worksheet (“The planets”). 

Challenge them to see who can memorise the planets in order of their distance from the sun.

• Ask the following questions: “What gives us light during the day?” “What gives us light at 

night?” “Why do we need light at night-time?”• Introduce the terms “natural light” and “artificial light”. Ask the students:
“What might happen if we had no light at night-time?” “How do vision-impaired people manage in their everyday lives?”
“How do vision-impaired people know when it is night and day?” (Here, it would be 

beneficial to have a guest speaker to talk to the students about blindness or impaired vision.)

• Ask the students what can be seen at night in the sky. List their suggestions.
• Ask the students what sounds can be heard at night, and whether these are different from the 

sounds heard during the day.• Tell the students that night-time is a time when our bodies rest. Ask the students: “Why do our 

bodies need to rest?” “How does night-time help us to rest?” “What would happen if we had 

no night-time, just daytime?”• Ask the students to complete the homework sheet investigating the night sky (“The night sky”).

LANGUAGEIntroduce and explain the following terms:rotate
rotating
spin
spinning
planets

stars
sun
Earth
moon
light

Jupiter
Saturn
Uranus
Neptune
Mars

dark
Mercury
Venus
natural light
artificial light
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Student worksheet

Year 1 – Earth and space sciences – Lesson 8

The Earth

Th_ Ear_h is 
r_u_d like a 
b_ll. It r_ta_es 
a_ticlo_kwi_e.
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Year 2 – Earth and space sciences 

CONTENT 

DESCRIPTIONS
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LESSON 10

RESOURCES

SKILLS

Science Understanding

Earth and space sciences

Earth’s resources, including water, are used in a variety of ways (ACSSU032) 

Science Inquiry Skills

Planning and conducting

Participate in different types of guided investigations to explore and answer questions, 

such as manipulating materials, testing ideas, and accessing information sources 

(ACSIS038) 

Use informal measurements in the collection and recording of observations, with the 

assistance of digital technologies as appropriate (ACSIS039) 

Processing and analysing data and information

Use a range of methods to sort information, including drawings and provided tables 

(ACSIS040) 

Through discussion, compare observations with predictions (ACSIS214) 

Communicating

Represent and communicate observations and ideas in a variety of ways such as oral 

and written language, drawing and role play (ACSIS042) 

Collection of rocks

Soil samples in jars

Digital camera

Trays

Jars

Water

Sieves

Safety glasses

Gloves

Plastic ziplock bags

Small shovels

Hammers (optional)

Map of the school (optional)

Observing

Sorting

Classifying

Reporting

Recording

Internet 

Books on Aboriginal and Torres Straight Islander Peoples’ use of soil and rocks  

   for making paints and pigments

MINERALS FROM THE EARTH

RESOURCES FOR 

EXTENSION
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Student worksheet

Year 2 – Earth and space sciences – Lesson 10

Rocks and soil 1

Draw four different types of soil. List words to describe 

each.

1.

2.

3.

4.Draw four different types of rocks. List words to describe 

each.

1.

2.

3.

4.
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Assessment record sheet
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Year 2 – Earth and space sciences – Lesson 10
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Earth and space sciences – Teacher plan

HB8752 • 9781743308752 • © 2014 Hawker Brownlow Education

ACTIVITIES

ASSESSMENT

EXTENSIONRecord descriptive words that the student used when presenting rocks and observing soil samples. 

For an assessment record sheet, see page 37.

Look at how different cultures have used soil and rocks to make paints and pigments. 

Focus on Aboriginal and Torres Straight Islander Peoples.

• Group the students. Give each group a collection of rocks to sort and observe. You might like to 

use the rocks already at school or bring in another collection.
• As a class, share the methods of sorting and make a list of descriptive words.
• Ask the students if they think all rocks are hard. Discuss this in detail. Ask the students how they 

think this could be tested. List all suggestions. Try a couple of methods. (Make sure safety glasses 

and gloves are worn if rocks are to be struck or rubbed together.)
• Put some rocks in jars of water. Observe these for a week, or leave them over the school holiday 

break and continue observations first week back. Record any changes. Has the water colour 

changed? Is the rock softer? Has the rock broken down?
• Place some rocks on the ground and take a digital picture of them. Ask a few students to walk 

and jump on them. Take another digital picture after this. Compare the pictures and make a 

statement.
• Ask some students to rub rocks together. Make observations. You could take a digital picture and 

use this in a display describing how some rocks wear away. Remember to use safety glasses for 

this.
• As a class, make a statement about the effects of water, rubbing, scraping and pounding rocks. 

Have students record this on their worksheet (“Rocks and soil 1”).
• Divide the students into groups. Each group is to have a collection of different types of soil in jars. 

Students are to make observations and record what they see in each jar. 
• Take a digital image of each of the soils.• Sieve the soil onto trays so as to make further observations. (When handling soil, students must 

wear gloves.) Each group is to report observations on one soil type.
• As the students present their findings, record electronically what was said and insert a digital image 

of the soil to match. Print these off for a display, and use in the students’ electronic portfolios.

• Explore in detail what the students saw in the soil samples. From their observations, ask the 

students to suggest where they think the samples came from.
• Ask the students how they think soil is made. Refer to what they did with the rocks when they 

scraped them, rubbed them together, wore them down with water and so on. Have the students 

fill in their worksheet (“Rocks and soil 1”).• On their worksheet (“Rocks and soil 2”), students are to make statements about rocks and soil.

• Ask groups of students to collect soil from designated places in the schoolyard. Each group 

will place a sample in a sealed ziplock bag. These are to be displayed in the classroom and 

compared. It may be useful to enlarge a map of the school and place the sample on the map 

showing where in the school grounds it came from.• Discuss how soil and rocks are used around the school. Create a list and place a digital picture 

next to each item.

LANGUAGEIntroduce and explain the following terms:smooth
hard
bumpy
heavy

light
shiny
sparkly
multicoloured

covered in lines
layered
cliffs
erosion

rubbing
scraping
water
wear

worn
school grounds
rough
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Student worksheet

Year 2 – Earth and space sciences – Lesson 10

Rocks and soil 2Make a statement about something you have learnt about 
rocks and soil.
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This Year 3 science teacher and student book is fully aligned to the Australian Curriculum and covers each of the three interrelated science strands – Science 

Understanding, Science as a Human Endeavour and Science Inquiry Skills – as well as the related sub-strands. It includes subject planners, week-by-week 

lesson plans and assessment record sheets for the teachers, as well as worksheets, resource and self-evaluation sheets for the students. Each lesson plan 

includes content descriptions, required resources, skills, a step-by-step activities section, extension activities and assessment ideas. The activities for each 

week take a simple yet imaginative approach. Young scientists will enjoy developing their skills – from predicting, investigating and observing to cooperating, 

reporting and role-playing – whilst learning about science and its place in their everyday lives. The activities build on several learning areas covered in 

the previous levels and also introduce new topics. Students learn about night and day; further investigate the needs of living and non-living things and the 

distinctions between them; experiment with changing states of materials; and discover different types of energy.

9781743308769 • $39.95

Discovering Science: Year 3

CODE:
HB8769

This Year 4 science teacher and student book is fully aligned to the Australian Curriculum and covers each of the three interrelated science strands – Science 

Understanding, Science as a Human Endeavour and Science Inquiry Skills – as well as the related sub-strands. It includes subject planners, week-by-week 

lesson plans and assessment record sheets for the teachers, as well as worksheets, resource and self-evaluation sheets for the students. Each lesson plan 

includes content descriptions, required resources, skills, a step-by-step activities section, extension activities and assessment ideas. The activities for each 

week take a simple yet imaginative approach. Young scientists will enjoy developing their skills – from predicting, investigating and observing to cooperating, 

reporting and role-playing – whilst learning about science and its place in their everyday lives. The activities build on several learning areas covered in the 

previous levels and also introduce new topics. Students develop an understanding of the Earth’s surface and its changes, such as weathering and erosion; 

explore food chains and habitats; learn about using materials for building, fuel and insulation; and investigate the effects of forces, such as air, water and gravity.

9781743308776 • $39.95

Discovering Science: Year 4

CODE:
HB8776

This Year 5 science teacher and student book is fully aligned to the Australian Curriculum and covers each of the three interrelated science strands - Science 

Understanding, Science as a Human Endeavour and Science Inquiry Skills - as well as the related sub-strands. It includes subject planners, week-by-week lesson 

plans and assessment record sheets for the teachers, as well as worksheets, resource and self-evaluation sheets for the students. Each lesson plan includes 

content descriptions, required resources, skills, a step-by-step activities section, extension activities and assessment ideas. The activities for each week take a 

simple yet imaginative approach. Young scientists will enjoy developing their skills - from predicting, investigating and observing to cooperating, reporting and 

role-playing - whilst learning about science and its place in their everyday lives. The activities build on several learning areas covered in the previous levels 

and also introduce new topics. Students investigate Earth, space and atmosphere; learn about animal and plant adaptation; develop a further understanding of 

solids, liquids and gases; and explore the concept of light.

9781743308783 • $39.95

Discovering Science: Year 5

CODE:
HB8783
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Year 3 – Biological sciences 

CONTENT 

DESCRIPTIONS

HB8769 • 9781743308769 • © 2014 Hawker Brownlow Education

LESSON 8

RESOURCES

SKILLS

Science Understanding

Biological sciences

Living things can be grouped on the basis of observable features and can be 

distinguished from non-living things (ACSSU044) 

Science as a Human Endeavour

Nature and development of science

Science involves making predictions and describing patterns and relationships 

(ACSHE050) 

Science Inquiry Skills

Questioning and predicting 

With guidance, identify questions in familiar contexts that can be investigated 

scientifically and predict what might happen based on prior knowledge (ACSIS053) 

Planning and conducting

Suggest ways to plan and conduct investigations to find answers to questions 

(ACSIS054)

Evaluating

Reflect on the investigation, including whether a test was fair or not (ACSIS058)

Communicating

Represent and communicate ideas and findings in a variety of ways such as diagrams, 

physical representations and simple reports (ACSIS060) 

Internet

CD-ROMs, books or brochures on the ways that plants and animals protect themselves

Display protection cards (see pages 82–86)

Sharing

Investigating

Cooperating

PROTECTION
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Student worksheet

Year 3 – Biological sciences – Lesson 8

Protection

Write how you think living things can protect themselves.
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Student resource sheet

Fighting

Animals fight to protect themselves, to protect their territory,  

to be the boss, to find a mate or to protect their young.

Year 3 – Biological sciences – Lesson 8
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Biological sciences – Teacher plan

ACTIVITIES

© 2014 Hawker Brownlow Education • 9781743308769 • HB8769

ASSESSMENT

Make observations about how the student worked in the expert group, how information was shared 

and what was learnt to take back to the home group. Note the resources the student used to 

research answers. For an assessment record sheet, see page 87.

• Write the statement, “Living things protect themselves” on the board. Conduct a Think, Pair, 

Share. Ask the students to think about what they believe this statement means and record 

thoughts on their worksheet (“Protection”). (Give the students at least five minutes to do this.)

• Group the students into fours and have them share their responses.
• Discuss the statement as a class.• Tell the students that plants and animals have many different ways to protect themselves, and 

that these can be categorised in the following ways:fighting
forming social groups
covering up
using camouflage
running and hiding• See pages 82–86 for a display to use for each of these headings.

• Conduct a jigsaw activity where students are placed in groups of five. One person from each 

group will form an “expert group”. This group will research one of the categories and then each 

member will return to their home group to share what they have found out.
• Use the five protection categories to form expert groups. You can copy these and place them on 

tables to make grouping easier.• In groups, have the students do the following:brainstorm
write three things they want to knowresearch the answers using the internet, CD-ROMs, books or brochures
prepare notes to take back to the home group• When back in the home group, students share what they have learnt and group members record 

notes and draw pictures on their worksheet (“Types of protection”).
• As a class, write a sentence or key words about each of the headings. Display these.

• Make explicit that the need for protection is a characteristic of a living thing.

LANGUAGEIntroduce and explain the following terms:protect
protection
hide
hiding
run
running
retreat
retreating
burrow

burrowing
underground
hideout
curled leaves
camouflage
disguise
prey
danger
dangerous

attack
cover
covering
touch
spikes
poison
spike
shade
hunt

signals
warn
warning
bright
colours
coloured
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Student worksheet

Year 3 – Biological sciences – Lesson 8

Types of protectionDraw a picture in each box to illustrate the ways animals 
can protect themselves.

Running and hiding

Using camouflage

Forming social groups

Fighting

Covering up
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Year 4 – Biological sciences 

CONTENT 

DESCRIPTIONS

LESSON 7

RESOURCES

SKILLS

FOOD CHAINS 1

Science Understanding

Biological sciences 

Living things, including plants and animals, depend on each other and the environment 

to survive (ACSSU073) 

Science as a Human Endeavour

Nature and development of science

Science involves making predictions and describing patterns and relationships 

(ACSHE061) 

Science Inquiry Skills

Communicating

Represent and communicate ideas and findings in a variety of ways such as diagrams, 

physical representations and simple reports (ACSIS071)

Food chain strips – four sets of three for each student (see pages 76–79)

Scissors

Glue
Paper
Magazines

Paper strips

Observing

Classifying

Inferring

Communicating

74

Student worksheet
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Year 4 – Biological sciences – Lesson 7

Food chains cloze
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Student resource sheet

Food chain strips

Glue

Ha
w
k

W
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at

M
ou
se

Glue
Glue

Year 4 – Biological sciences – Lesson 7
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Biological sciences – Teacher plan

ACTIVITIES

ASSESSMENT

Did the students’ definitions of a food chain demonstrate understanding? 
Write comments on each student’s worksheet.

• Ask the students what they understand by the term “food chain”. Record their responses.

• Tell the students that a food chain shows how organisms (both plants and animals) depend on 

one another for food. Food chains show how organisms are linked for survival.
• Be explicit, telling the students that understanding food chains can help us to understand 

different organisms, and can help us to grasp the concept of biological interrelatedness and 

interdependence. Explain that food chains can also help us to understand cause and purpose in 

nature.
• Have the students complete the cloze activity and write and draw their own definitions of a food 

chain on their worksheets (“Food chains cloze” and “Food chains”). Use the previous dot point 

for the cloze activity solution.• Give each student a set of food chain strips (see pages 76–79).
• Tell the students to place a 1 in the box on the plant strip because a plant is the first step in a food 

chain: plants make up the food that plant-eating animals need to survive.
• Have the students glue the end of the plant strip to form a ring. This is the first link in their food 

chain.
• Next, ask the students to find an animal that eats that plant. Place a 2 on this strip, because a 

plant-eating animal is the second link in this food chain. Have the students link this piece through 

the first link and glue it.• Tell the students to put a 3 in the final strip. The third link in the food chain will be a meat-eating 

animal that eats the plant-eating animal in order to survive. Thread this strip through the second 

link in the chain.
• Give the students the other three sets and ask them to number and link them. Display the chains 

around the room.
• Have the students cut pictures from magazines, gluing them onto strips of paper to illustrate other 

food chains. Tell the students that their food chain must include a human.

LANGUAGEIntroduce and explain the following terms:food chain
interrelation
interrelated
interdependent

link
depend
sequence
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Student worksheet

Food chains
Write your own definition of a food chain and give 
an example. Include an illustration.

Year 4 – Biological sciences – Lesson 7
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Year 5 – Earth and space sciences 

CONTENT 

DESCRIPTIONS

INTRODUCTION

RESOURCES

SKILLS

A SCIENTIST

Pencils

Internet

Research resources on Copernicus, Khayyám and Galileo

Questioning

Researching

Report-writing

Note-taking

Science Understanding

Earth and space sciences

The Earth is part of a system of planets orbiting around a star (the sun) (ACSSU078)

Science as a Human Endeavour

Nature and development of science

Important contributions to the advancement of science have been made by people 

from a range of cultures (ACSHE082) 

Science Inquiry Skills

Planning and conducting

With guidance, plan appropriate investigation methods to answer questions or 

solve problems (ACSIS086) 

Communicating

Communicate ideas, explanations and processes in a variety of ways, including 

multi-modal texts (ACSIS093) 

NOTE: To help explain the concepts in this lesson invite a variety of scientists to talk about 

their jobs.

3
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Student worksheet

Year 5 – Earth and space sciences – Introduction

Scientists

Draw a scientist. In the background include the sort of 

equipment the scientist would use and a place where the 

scientist might typically work.
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Student worksheet

Year 5 – Earth and space sciences – Introduction

Guest speakers

Use this space to take notes during the guest speakers’ 

talks. Record the main points clearly so that you can use 

them when you prepare your report for the class.
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Earth and space sciences – Teacher plan

ACTIVITIES

ASSESSMENT

LANGUAGEThis will vary depending on the type of scientists the students identify, but could include:

Record comments about the students’ drawings of scientists and questioning skills. For an 

assessment record sheet, see page 6.

• Ask the students to draw a scientist on their worksheet (“Scientists”) and include everything that 

particular scientist might use in the background.• After the students have drawn their pictures, ask them to write about their scientist in detail, 

explaining what the scientist does and uses on their worksheet (“Scientists – continued”).

• Have the students share their work in small groups.• As a class, discuss what the students have drawn and written about. Identify and discuss any 

stereotypical images or beliefs the students might have about scientists and science, e.g. typical 

work, gender issues, etc.• Invite a few scientists to speak with the students about their jobs and what they involve. It is a 

good idea to ask a variety of scientists, if possible, to illustrate to the students that there is a vast 

range of occupations in which scientists are involved.• Prior to the scientists’ visit, brainstorm a list of questions that the students would like to ask. 

Discuss good questioning techniques and what makes a good question. Record questions as 

prompts for the students.• Have the students ask questions and take notes on their worksheet (“Guest speakers”) during the 

discussion.
• Group the students and ask each group to prepare a report about what the visiting scientists 

shared during the discussion. The report format can be the group’s own choice.
• Have the groups share their reports.• Focus the lesson on the notion that scientists from a range of cultures have improved our 

understanding of science. Explain that during the Earth and space sciences lessons the students 

will be looking at the Solar System. As an introduction, ask the students to choose Copernicus, 

Khayyám or Galileo and research their understanding of the Solar System.
• As a class, list some questions to guide the research and develop a rubric to assess the work.

• Ask the students to share their findings with the class. Make explicit that scientists from a range of 

cultures have improved our understanding of the Solar System.

microbiologist
macro
micro
habitat
cells
chemist

microscope
physicist
test tubes
pathologist
analysis
chemicals

experiment
policy
design 
data collection
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Student worksheet

Scientists – continuedWhat sort of scientist did you draw?

What sort of work does your scientist do?

Write about the places where your scientist might work.

List the equipment your scientist uses.

Year 5 – Earth and space sciences – Introduction
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Year 6 – Physical sciences 
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CONTENT 

DESCRIPTIONS

RESOURCES

LESSONS 5 & 6

Excel, Word or iWork

Magnets (assorted)

Paperclips 

Copper wire

Compasses

Insulated wire

Wire strippers

Bar magnets

Digital video camera (optional)

Digital camera (optional)

Science Understanding

Physical sciences

Energy from a variety of sources can be used to generate electricity (ACSSU219) 

Science as a Human Endeavour

Nature and development of science

Science involves testing predictions by gathering data and using evidence to develop 

explanations of events and phenomena (ACSHE098) 

Use and influence of science

Scientific understandings, discoveries and inventions are used to solve problems that 

directly affect peoples’ lives (ACSHE100) 

Science Inquiry Skills

Questioning and predicting 

With guidance, pose questions to clarify practical problems or inform a scientific 

investigation, and predict what the findings of an investigation might be (ACSIS232) 

Planning and conducting

With guidance, plan appropriate investigation methods to answer questions or solve 

problems (ACSIS103)

Decide which variable should be changed and measured in fair tests and accurately 

observe, measure and record data, using digital technologies as appropriate 

(ACSIS104)

Use equipment and materials safely, identifying potential risks (ACSIS105) 

Processing and analysing data and information 

Construct and use a range of representations, including tables and graphs, to represent 

and describe observations, patterns or relationships in data using digital technologies as 

appropriate (ACSIS107)

Compare data with predictions and use as evidence in developing explanations 

(ACSIS221) 

Evaluating

Suggest improvements to the methods used to investigate a question or solve a problem 

(ACSIS108) 

Communicating

Communicate ideas, explanations and processes in a variety of ways, including 

multi-modal texts (ACSIS110) 

MAGNETS AND ELECTRICITY
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Student worksheet

Year 6 – Physical sciences – Lessons 5 & 6

All about magnets

Look at the magnets. What will they stick to? Can they push and pull? 

Write what you have discovered below.

What do magnets help us with?
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Student worksheet

Magnetic attraction

Look at some magnets. Find out what they will stick to. Write these things 

below.

Find out what magnets will not stick to. Write these things below.

Year 6 – Physical sciences – Lessons 5 & 6
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Physical sciences – Teacher plan
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ACTIVITIES

ASSESSMENT
LANGUAGE

Introduce and explain the following terms:galvanometer
copper
insulation

magnet
move
pass

magnetism
attract
repel

positive
negative
poles

stick
strong
weak

north
south

TECHNOLOGY 
APPLICATION

Record students’ ability and willingness to predict, investigate and record results when experimenting with 

magnets, copper coils and galvanometers. For an assessment record sheet, see page 185.

• Divide the students into groups and provide each with a collection of different magnets.

• Ask the students to investigate what the magnets can do. What will they stick to? Can they push? Can they 

pull? Do different-shaped magnets do different things? Emphasise pushing and pulling, attracting and 

repelling. Have the students complete their worksheet (“All about magnets”).
• Explain to the students that the ends of magnets are called “poles” and that these poles are termed either 

“north” or “south”. Have the students complete their worksheet (“Bar magnets”).
• Provide each student with a magnet and have the students walk around the room making a list of objects to 

which their magnets will and will not stick. Students can write their observations on their worksheet (“Magnetic 

attraction”). 
• As a class, discuss the findings and list them on the board. Discuss where the students have seen magnets. Ask 

the students if magnets are useful. List responses on the board. 
• Divide the students into groups. Provide each group with a collection of magnets and a pile of paperclips. 

Have the students test the “strength” of each magnet by seeing how many paperclips each can lift at one time. 

As a class, graph the results. Ask the students if all of the magnets can lift the same number of paperclips, 

which magnet is able to lift the most paperclips (strongest) and which is able to lift the least number of 

paperclips (weakest). This is a good opportunity to draw a graph on the computer and demonstrate how to 

use Excel, Word or iWork.• Have the students complete their worksheet (“Using magnets”).
• As a class, construct a concept or mind map demonstrating understandings about electricity. Ask the students 

where magnets fi t on the map.• Ask the students if they think magnets can create electricity, and how to fi nd out. Record student ideas.

• Make a coil of copper wire leaving 30 cm or more free at either end. Ensure that the coil you make is large 

enough for a bar magnet to slip through it.• Tell the students that you want to know if any electrical 
current is fl owing through the wire. To do this you can use 
a galvanometer, which is an instrument used to detect 
electrical current.

• To make a galvanometer you need a compass. Wrap a long piece of insulated wire around the compass from 

north to south. Strip some of the insulation to leave wire free at the ends, so that these can be attached to the 

copper wire on the ends of the coil.• What will happen when you attach the ends of the copper wire to the ends of the 

wire around the compass? Ask the students to make predictions.
• Have the students test their predictions by making the galvanometer and the 

coiled copper wire and attaching the two. Have them draw how they made 
their galvanometer on their worksheet (“Magnets and electricity – part 1”), and record their predictions about 

what will happen.• Discuss what happened, then ask the students to predict what they think will happen if they pass a bar 

magnet through the copper coil. Have them record predictions on their worksheet (“Magnets and electricity – 

part 2”), then test them and record the results.• Encourage the students to conduct their own experiments, for example, what happens if the magnet moves 

through the coil slowly, quickly, north end first or south end first?
• Have the students record their predictions, investigations and results on their worksheet (“Magnets and 

electricity – part 2”). Digital videos or cameras can be used effectively for recording results. The images or 

footage can later be used in a presentation, such as a movie or a vodcast.
• As a class, discuss results and conclude with the notion that magnets can create electricity. Add this 

information to the concept map.

S

N

Recording investigation results using a digital video or digital camera (optional)

free end         coil         free end

SKILLS

Investigating
Predicting
Recording
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Student worksheet

Year 6 – Physical sciences – Lessons 5 & 6

Bar magnetsComplete the sentence below.The ends of a magnet are called p ___  ___  ___ s.

Label the ends of the magnet north and south.
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